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ABSTRACT 

 Rare-earth hard magnets, such as NdFeB, have seen increasing demand and 

subsequently increasing price in recent years.  Thus, seeking alternatives to rare-earth containing 

magnets has become increasingly important. Iron-nitrogen magnets have been of interest because 

of their high magnetic properties, including remanence, coercivity, and temperature 

characteristics.  However, creating a bulk magnet out of the iron and nitrogen has been difficult. 

In this research, melt spun ribbons of iron alloys were studied to determine the feasibility 

of microstructural modification through high shear deformation processing prior to nitriding.  

Specifically, this study was to determine if grain refinement, formation of high angle grain 

boundaries, and microstructure homogenization could be achieved through high shear 

deformation processing. 

Three generations of high shear deformation processing instruments were utilized to 

adequately process different sizes of pure iron strips and melt spun iron ribbons.  These 

generations include a modified rolling mill, a linear fretting tribometer, and a compression frame. 

High shear deformation processing was completed on pure iron strips initially to prove 

that high shear deformation can homogenize melt spun microstructures, refine grain size, and 

create high angle grain boundaries. These microstructural modifications can aid in nitriding and 

ultimately increase the coercivity and maximum energy product.  After successful processing of 

thick iron strips, processing was completed on the melt spun FeNbB ribbons.  The melt spun 

FeNbB ribbons were successfully processed to homogenize as-solidified microstructures, refine 

grains, and to create both new grain boundaries and high angle grain boundaries, regardless of 

the initial microstructure of the melt spun ribbons. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

The overall goal of this project was to create and characterize rare-earth-free bulk, 

permanent magnets.  While there are several approaches by which this could be accomplished, 

this project focuses on modifying thin, melt-spun ribbons of FeNbB.  While this study focused 

mainly on the microstructural modification of the ribbons, the future work chapter discusses the 

nitriding and fabrication of the new magnets. 

Hard magnets fortify the modern world; they exist in generators, sensors, actuators, DC 

motors, speakers, medical devices, and much more.  Historically, the industry for high-

performance hard magnets is dominated by rare-earth containing alloys, such as neodymium-

iron-boron (NdFeB).  However, rare-earth elements are expensive, costing as much as $100 per 

kilogram for sintered NdFeB, and China dominates the global supply for rare earths.  

Alternatives to rare earth magnets, such as ferrite or samarium-cobalt (SmCo) have lower 

coercivity and therefore have lower energy products when compared to their rare-earth 

counterparts. 

Iron-nitrogen (FeN) alloys provide an alternative to NdFeB alloys with a potentially 

lower cost and a higher performance.  Not only are iron and nitrogen widely available, FeN 

magnets have been shown to have both a large coercivity, up to 1910 Oe, and a large magnetic 

energy product of up to 20 MGOe[1].  Specifically, the ’’-Fe16N2 phase shows the most 

promising magnetic properties, as the theoretical energy product is estimated to be 135 MGOe.  

While these properties have been proven in thin foils, they have not yet been achieved in a bulk 

form.  With melt spinning, the possibility emerges of stacking the ribbons to create a bulk 

magnet.   

Figure 1.1 compares the combinations of remanence and coercivity commonly found in 

permanent magnets currently used in the industry, where FeN magnets are calculated to fall in 

the upper right-hand corner[2].  Ultimately, FeN magnets are expected to result in a more 
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affordable and more efficient alternative to NdFeB in hard magnet applications including 

automobiles, power generation, manufacturing, medical devices, appliances, and much more. 

 

 

High shear deformation (HSD) was utilized in this project to process the melt spun 

ribbons.  By this approach microstructural modification can be completed regardless of the initial 

microstructure of the ribbons. 

The key experimental techniques used in this study included microstructural evaluation 

and characterization, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and electron backscattered 

diffraction (EBSD).  These methods allowed for direct comparison of microstructures before and 

after HSD processing. 

The following chapters contain background information, characterization methods, HSD 

processing tooling and parameters, results, and discussion.  Chapter 8 discusses future work. 

  

Figure 1.1  Remanence vs coercivity for common permanent magnets that dominate the 
industry[2]. 
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND 

This chapter provides relevant information to understand the motivation of the project 

including hard magnets and the Fe-N binary system, as well as information on the sample 

preparation and microstructural modification including melt spinning and HSD.  Also included is 

analysis of friction and tribology as it applies to the experimental methods in Chapter 4. 

2.1 Hard Magnets 

Hard, or permanent, magnets are materials that can be magnetized by an external 

magnetic field, and subsequently retain that magnetization once the external magnetic field is 

removed.  Ferromagnetic materials are categorized based on coercivity, Hc.  Soft magnets have a 

low coercivity, below 100 Oe, and hard magnets have a high coercivity, above 1000 Oe.  Typical 

magnetic hysteresis loops of both soft and hard materials are shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1  Typical magnetic hysteresis loops of a) soft and b) hard ferromagnetic materials. 

a) b) 
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Additionally, high-performance permanent magnets need to operate at high temperatures, 

which means they need to have a high Curie temperature, Tc.  As temperature increases, the 

saturation magnetization decreases gradually, and once it hits the Curie temperature, the 

saturation magnetization drops to zero.  Above the Curie point, magnetic materials exhibit a 

weak, paramagnet behavior.  For iron, the Curie temperature is 768°C[3].  A finer grain size can 

sustain a higher coercivity at higher temperatures[4]. 

Rare-earth containing alloys, such as NdFeB, are the most widely used high-performance 

hard magnets.  General Motors has used melt-spinning as a fabrication method for these magnets 

since 1984; noting that the magnetic properties of melt-spun ribbons are sensitive to the wheel 

speed, as discussed in section 2.4.  Optimum processing conditions result in equiaxed grains 

ranging from 20-100 nm in diameter, and a coercivity of over 12.5 KOe [5]. 

The grain size in BCC iron dictates whether a material is a soft or hard magnet.  In a 

system with submicron grain size, the magnetic domains are pinned by the grain boundaries.  

This results in a permanent magnet because a stronger coercive magnetic field is required to 

align the magnetic domains.  Large grains allow the magnetic domains to align more freely with 

smaller coercive fields, resulting in a soft magnet[6]. 

2.2 Fe-N System and the ’’-Fe16N2 Phase 

The FeN system has many stable and metastable phases. The stable phases include ferrite 

(α-Fe) below 912°C, ferrite (δ-Fe) above 1394°C, austenite (γ-Fe) ranging from above and below 

912°C and 1394°C, Fe4N (γ’) with composition near 20 at.% N, the cph nitride (ε) with 

composition ranging 15 at.% N to 33 at.%, and Fe2N (ζ) with composition from 33 at.% N and 

above.  The metastable phases include Fe16N2 (α’’) and nitrogen martensite (α’).  The binary Fe-

N phase diagram at 0.1 MPa hydrostatic pressure is shown in Figure 2.2[7]. 

The target phase for producing hard iron-nitrogen magnets is ’’-Fe16N2.  The ’’-Fe16N2 

phase was first discovered by K. H. Jack and is a fully ordered, metastable, body centered 

tetragonal (BCT) structure with the space group I4/mmm with a=5.72Å and c=6.29Å as shown 

in Figure 2.3[8].  The ’’-Fe16N2 phase is an intermediate martensitic phase between the 

transformation of ’-nitrogen-martensite to ferrite and γ-Fe4N[9].    Nitrogen interstitially 
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occupies the octahedral sites in iron, resulting in large, anisotropic strain in the structure, and 

therefore, the solubility of nitrogen in iron is low[10].  Due to its stoichiometry, 11.1 at.% 

nitrogen is required create a high volume fraction of ’’-Fe16N.  The phase can be synthesized by 

rapidly quenching nitrogen-containing austenite to form nitrogen martensite, followed by a 

temper at a low temperature[8].  

  

Figure 2.2 Binary Fe-N phase diagram[7]. 

Figure 2.3 α’’-Fe16N2 crystal structure[8]. 
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Preparation of bulk ’’-Fe16N2 samples is challenging for several reasons. First, ’’-

Fe16N2 is unstable above 200°C.  Takano et al. studied the thermal stability of ’’-Fe16N2 

nanoparticles in inert atmospheric conditions, concluding that the upper limit to which 99% of 

the phase is stable below approximately 412K or 138C, and that the thermal stability decreases 

over time[11].  The upper limit of thermal stability of the ’’-Fe16N2 phase performance of 99% 

and 90% is shown in Figure 2.4.  Additionally, nitrogen diffusion is slow.  Diffusion coefficients 

are highly dependent on temperature, as given by the following Arrhenius equation: 𝐷 = 𝐷0 exp (− 𝑄𝑑𝑅𝑇) 

where D0 is a material dependent, temperature independent pre-exponential, Qd is activation 

energy for diffusion, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature in K.  Common values for D0 

and Qd for nitrogen in BCC iron are 5.0x10−7m2s−1 and 77,000Jmol−1, respectively[3].  The 

nitriding process may take from 4 hours up to 60 hours.  A study by Silva and McLellan plotted 

diffusivity as a function of temperature, shown in Figure 2.5[12].  One method to increase 

nitrogen diffusion is by creating high angle grain boundaries, greater than 15°.  Studies have 

shown that diffusion along high angle grain boundaries is increased when compared to the as 

received condition[13], such as a study by Valiev et al. that showed severe plastic deformation of 

copper grain boundary diffusion in nickel is 4-5 orders of magnitude higher than the diffusion 

before HSD[14].   By creating high angle grain boundaries, diffusion of nitrogen will be 

accelerated and niobium will segregate along the grain boundaries created during HSD. 

A promising ion implantation technique by Wang et al. was used to create a free-standing 

’’-Fe16N2 foil with a maximum energy product of 20MGOe, but the volume fraction of ’’-

Fe16N2 was only 35[15]. 

This means that an alternative method, such as HSD, is needed to modify the 

microstructure of the ribbon either before or after nitriding to induce a phase transformation and 

achieve a higher volume fraction of ’’-Fe16N2. 
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Figure 2.5  Plot of ln D vs 1/T for the Fe-N system (left) and reference temperatures in Celsius 
with corresponding symbols (right)[12]. 

Figure 2.4  Thermal stability of ’’-Fe16N2; the upper limit to which 99% and 90% of ’’-Fe16N2 
remain intact shown as the black and red lines, respectively[11]. 

t(year) 
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2.3 Sample Fabrication – Melt Spinning 

The samples in this study were fabricated and provided by an outside source.  The 

samples were first produced on an Edmund-Buehler Melt Spinner MSP 60 equipped with 

infrared pyrometer and automatic crucible positioning system, shown in Figure 2.6[16].  The raw 

materials were arc-melted alloy ingots, and the ribbons were planar flow cast to a width of 1 cm 

and were 3-6m in length.  Samples were subsequently annealed around 750°C for 30 minutes to 

an hour in an attempt to homogenize the microstructures resultant from melt spinning.  Specifics 

of the melt spinning and annealing process are proprietary, and will be generalized throughout 

the study. 

 

 

Melt spinning is a rapid solidification process in which liquid metal, between 103 

K/second to 109 K/second, to achieve amorphous or nanocrystalline microstructures. The high 

cooling rates are achieved by flowing a constant stream of molten alloy onto an internally cooled 

copper wheel rotating at several thousand revolutions per minute.  The metal solidifies against 

the surface of the wheel before being released as a continuous ribbon, which can be cast at 

Figure 2.6  Edmund-Buehler Melt Spinner MSP 60 used for sample fabrication[16]. 
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speeds up to 50 m/s[17].  A schematic of the melt-spinning process is shown in Figure 2.7[18], 

and the as-spun ribbon wrapped around a transparent plastic tube is shown in Figure 2.8.    

 

 

In melt spinning, the cooling rate determines the resultant microstructure of the ribbon.  

Lower solidification rates result in a columnar grain structure, and the cooling rate dictates the 

dendritic arm spacing.  As cooling rate increases, the dendritic segregation decreases and results 

in a microstructure with fine grains.  Under the best operating conditions melt spinning systems 

can produce rapid cooling rates, up to 109 K/s.  The cooling rates and corresponding dendrite 

arm spacing for common solidification processes are shown in Table 2.1[19]. 

 

 

Figure 2.7  Schematic of melt spinning apparatus[18]. 

Metallic ribbon 

Chill block 

Liquid metal 
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Table 2.1 Cooling rates for common solidification practices[19] 

Process 
Cooling Rate (K/s) Dendrite Arm Spacing (µm) 

Large sand casting and ingots 10−4 − 10−2 5000-200 

Continuous casting 10−2 − 101 200-50 

Die casting; roll casting; spray 

casting; thin strip casting 

101 − 103 50-5 

Melt spinning 103 − 109 5-0.05 

 

 

The optimum coercivity in melt-spun iron alloys results from an intermediate quench rate 

to produce grains with diameters less than 100nm [20].  After melt-spinning, the ribbons were 

sectioned into 3 inch pieces as shown in Figure 2.9, and a subsequent annealing treatment was 

completed on each of ribbons in an attempt to break down the dendritic structure and create more 

equiaxed grains.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8  Bulk, 10 mm wide as-melt spun FeNbB ribbon. 
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2.4 Microstructural modification by HSD 

The goal of this study was to modify the microstructures of melt-spun ribbons to aid in 

nitrogen diffusion for magnetic applications.  Specifically, HSD was implemented to break down 

the initial dendritic structure, refine grain size below 0.20µm, and to increase grain boundary 

misorientation angles above 15°.  The samples were melt-spun, so the initial microstructure was 

typical of a rapid solidification process.  Microstructural features include columnar, dendritic 

structures mixed with pseudo-equiaxed grains, as shown in Figure 2.10[21].  A post melt-

spinning annealing treatment breaks down some of the dendritic structure, resulting in a more 

uniform, equiaxed microstructure.  

 

 

Figure 2.10  SEM images of the typical dendritic structure that forms during rapid solidification 
of a melt spinning process[21]. 

Figure 2.9  A 10mm wide melt spun FeNbB ribbon sectioned for annealing treatment. 
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Many studies have shown that HSD processing results in grain refinement.  For example, 

R.Z. Valiev studied the grain refinement in aluminum alloys, refining grains below 0.5 µm 

compared to the 3-5µm grain sizes typically achieved by conventional processing methods[22].  

The key attribute of HSD is that strains of unlimited magnitude can be imposed.  The colossal 

strain magnitudes cause very large changes in microstructure.  In coarse-grained bulk metallic 

materials, dislocation slip and deformation twinning are primary deformation mechanisms when 

subjected to shear deformation.  In BCC metals, such as -Fe, plastic deformation occurs 

primarily by dislocation slip along the <111> close-packed directions and on the {110} planes.  

HSD is generally conducted at sufficiently low temperatures that deformation by slip induces 

very high dislocation densities, greater than 1016 m-2. With increasing shearing these dislocations 

rearrange to form dense dislocation walls which eventually sharpen into new grain boundaries. 

The new boundaries generally create large misorientations between adjacent grains. 

 In the implementation of HSD in this work, simple shear is applied to ribbons, as shown 

in Figure 2.11[3].  The shear stress is given by the following equation: 𝜏 = 𝐹𝐴0 

where τ is the shear stress, F is the force applied to the upper and lower faces, each of which has 

an area of A0.  The shear strain is defined as the tangent of the strain angle and is given by the 

following equation: 𝛾 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛩 

where γ is the shear strain and Θ is the strain angle. 

 

Figure 2.11  Schematic representation of shear strain[3]. 
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One variant of HSD, called High Pressure Sliding (HPS) has been proposed by Fujioka 

and Horita[23] which imposes linear shear into a workpiece to modify microstructures, 

specifically to reduce grain size.  In HPS, uniform strain is generated throughout the sample 

under the applied load, and that strain is given by the following: 𝜀 = 𝑥√3𝑡 

where x and t are the sliding length and the sample thickness, respectively[23].  Fujioka 

and Horita’s high-pressure sliding process for microstructural refinement processes two samples 

in parallel, where each sample is sandwiched between an anvil and a plunger, as shown in Figure 

2.12[23].  After HPS processing a high purity aluminum alloy to a strain of above 4, grains had a 

high dislocation density, and after processing to a strain of 24.6, grains were mainly dislocation-

free and had well defined grain boundaries[23].  The pressure applied to the anvil is sufficiently 

large and the sample sufficiently rough that there is no sliding between the surface of the sample 

and the plunger or the anvils. Thus, all translation of the plunger results in shear straining within 

the sample. A similar approach to the HPS assembly was utilized in this present study. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12  Schematic of HPS including a) assembly of work pieces and samples and b) a cross 
section view of the assembly[23]. 

a) b) 
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2.5 Friction and Tribology 

The approach to applying shear in this work relies upon some degree of frictional sliding 

between the workpiece and the tooling. This is necessary because the limited ductility of iron 

after it has been subjected to melt spinning. In this section we examine simple analytical 

solutions using elementary mechanics and the theory of elasticity to estimate the influence of 

sliding on stress and strain states in a planar substrate such as a ribbon. Predicted distributions of 

the magnitude of sliding surface shear can be verified using a linear reciprocating tribometer 

with a 440C stainless steel barrel pressed against a melt-spun ribbon.  An ellipsoidal shaped hard 

body, the barrel, with major axes aligned with directions x and y can be subjected to a load W 

applied along the direction z pressing into the ribbon, as shown in Figure 2.13[24].  The 

amplitude of sliding between the tribometer barrel and the ribbon is 2mm, and the magnitude of 

loading by the tribometer is up to 100N.   

 

 

Figure 2.13  Schematic of the barrel (Body A) subject to a load pressed into the ribbon (Body B) 
to create elliptical contact[24]. 
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The contact area and pressure within the ribbon, Body B in Figure 2.13, can be calculated 

from continuum elasticity from the equations in Table 2.2.  The reduced radius R’ is given by the 

radii of the ellipsoidal barrel as: 1𝑅′ = 1𝑅𝑎𝑥 + 1𝑅𝑎𝑦 

Figure 2.14 shows the engineering drawing of the tribometer work piece, giving radii Rax and Ray 

as 25.4mm (1.0 inch) and 6.35mm (0.25 inch), respectively.  Therefore, R’ is 5.08mm. 

 

Table 2.2  Contact parameters for the general case of two elastic bodies with an elliptical contact 
area 

Contact area 

dimensions 

Maximum 

contact 

pressure 

Average 

contact 

pressure 

Maximum deflection Maximum shear stress 

𝑎 = 𝑘1 (3𝑊𝑅𝐸 )13
 

𝑏 = 𝑘2 (3𝑊𝑅𝐸′ )13
 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥= 3𝑊2𝜋𝑎𝑏 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒= 𝑊𝜋𝑎 

𝛿
= 0.52𝑘3 ( 𝑊2𝐸′2𝑅′)13

 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑘4𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥≈ 0.3𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥  𝑎𝑡 𝑎 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑧= 𝑘5𝑏 

where a is the semimajor axis of the contact ellipse [m], b is the semi-minor axis of the contact 

ellipse [m], R’ is the reduced radius of curvature [m], and k1, k2, k3, k4, and k5 are the contact 

coefficients. 
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 The contact coefficients k1, k2, k3, k4, and k5 were determined from Figure 2.15.  In the 

charts on the left of Figure 2.15, k0 is introduced as the ordinate, and can be calculated using the 

radii of curvature of the ellipsoid for the case of the load vector W normal using the following 

equation: 

𝑘0 = [( 1𝑅𝑎𝑥 − 1𝑅𝑎𝑦)][( 1𝑅𝑎𝑥 + 1𝑅𝑎𝑦)] 
For the radii noted previously, k0 is 0.6, and based on this value of k0, the values of k1, k2, and k3 

were determined from the left-hand charts of Figure 2.15 as 1.7, 0.7, and 1.8, respectively.  The 

ratio of k2/k1 was calculated to be 0.41, and this value was used with the right-hand chart in 

Figure 2.15 to determine k4 and k5 to be 0.33 and 0.68, respectively.  A summary of the contact 

coefficients is shown in Table 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.14  Engineering drawing of the tribometer barrel work-piece[24]. 
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Table 2.3 Contact coefficients for the tribometer system 

k0 

k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 

0.6 1.7 0.7 1.8 0.33 0.68 

 

 

The reduced elastic modulus E’ is needed to determine contact area dimensions and the 

stress distribution.  This modulus is defined for isotropic bodies as: 1𝐸′ = 12 [1 − 𝑣𝑎2𝐸𝑎 + 1 − 𝑣𝑏2𝐸𝑏 ] 

where Ea and Eb are the Young’s elastic moduli and va and vb are Poisson’s ratios for body A, the 

barrel, and body B, the ribbon.  The barrel is 440C stainless steel, and has typical values for E 

and v of 210 GPa and 0.283, respectively.  The melt-spun ribbon is assumed to have values of E 

Figure 2.15  Charts showing dependence of k1, k2, and k3 on k0 (left), and showing dependence 
of k4 and k5 on k2/k1[24]. 
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and v which are similar to that of pure iron, 200 GPa and 0.291, respectively.  These values were 

used to compute the reduced modulus for the tribometer system of 223.1 GPa. 

 A summary of the contact parameters including contact areas, pressures, and shear 

stresses is given in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 3  

CHARACTERIZATION METHODS  

This chapter will focus on the characterization methods utilized in this study.  The 

samples were prepared for characterization by a dual beam scanning electron microscope 

(SEM)/focused ion beam (FIB), and the sample microstructures were subsequently characterized 

using an electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) detector in an SEM. 

3.1 Sample Preparation for Microstructural Characterization 

Traditional, mechanical sample preparation was not possible for the sample because the 

cross sections were too thin, so each sample was prepared for EBSD analysis using a SEM/FIB 

Dual Beam Helios NanoLab 600i with a Ga ion column, as seen in Figure 3.1[25].  Samples 

were sectioned along either the rolling direction (RD) or the transverse direction, mounted on an 

aluminum pin stub, and tilted between 45-55 degrees inside the Helios vacuum chamber so that 

the RD, through-thickness plane of the ribbon is parallel to the ion beam.  Initial ion milling 

clean-up was done with a 30KV accelerating voltage and 27nA beam current, and final clean-up 

was done with a 30KV accelerating voltage and 2.3nA electron beam current.  The final clean-up 

results in an area that is 30-50 microns wide, and traverses through the entire thickness of the 

ribbon, as seen in Figure 3.2.   

 

Figure 3.1  SEM/FIB DualBeam Helios Nano Lab 600i with a Ga ion column used for sample 
preparation for microstructural characterization[25]. 
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Sample preparation using ion milling can be difficult and can result in a curtaining effect, 

which is also shown in Figure 3.2.  Curtaining can be caused by a number of sample features, but 

generally it is a change in sputter rate caused by the forward scattering of the ions[26].  In this 

case, the curtaining is likely because of the rough surfaces of the ribbons.  Curtaining lowers the 

confidence index (CI) of the indexed points during subsequent in EBSD, but the local and overall 

texture, grain size, and misorientation angles can still be determined. 

 

 

3.2 Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) 

A JEOL JSM-7000F Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) with a 

Schottky type field-emission gun for the electron source equipped with EDAX “Hikari Pro” 

600pps EBSD detector was used to calculate grain size, determine crystallographic orientation, 

determine local texture, and visualize through-ribbon-thickness microstructural features in as-

melt-spun ribbons and highly deformed ribbons.  The instrument is shown in Figure 3.3[25].  

EBSD analysis requires accelerated electrons to be diffracted by the atomic layers in crystalline 

Figure 3.2  Longitudinal section through thickness of a melt-spun ribbon a) before cleanup and 
b) after cleanup using the SEM/FIB Dual Beam Helios Nano Lab 600i. 

Curtaining 
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materials, and a detector comprised of a camera and a phosphor screen captures the diffracted 

electrons, producing a pattern called an electron backscatter pattern.   

 

 

For EBSD analysis, the polished sample is placed at a 70º tilt relative to the electron 

beam by tilting the stage, and the EBSD detector is inserted into the instrument chamber within 

several millimeters of the sample surface.  This set up is shown in Figure 3.4.  The voltage used 

was 20 kV, the beam current was set to a value of 13, and the working distance (WD) was 

15mm.  Electrons scatter inelastically after impinging on the sample surface, and electrons that 

satisfy the Bragg condition diffract off atomic planes given by the equation: 𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛩 

where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the electrons, d is the spacing of the diffracting 

plane, and Θ is the incident angle of electrons on the diffracting plane.  A schematic of the Bragg 

condition is shown in Figure 3.5[27]. 

EBSD data analysis was completed using the TSL-OIM software, version 7.3.  The only 

cleanup utilized in the data analysis was to exclude data points with a confidence index (CI) 

below 0.03, which is based off a study done by Field.  This study resulted in the graph in Figure 

3.6 of percentage of time correct versus CI for FCC materials, showing that a CI of 0.03 is 

correct approximately 50% of the time[28].  Grain size refinement was determined by measuring 

Figure 3.3  JEOL JSM-7000F FESEM with a Schottky type field-emission gun for the electron 
source used for EBSD analysis[25]. 
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horizontal and vertical intercept lengths in each sample, and texture was measured with pole 

figures (PF) charts and inverse pole figure (IPF) maps.  

  

Figure 3.5  Schematic of an incident beam satisfying the Bragg condition, resulting in 
diffraction [27]. 

d 

Figure 3.4  EBSD set-up inside the JEOL JSM-7000F FE-SEM, showing the EBSD detector and 
stage tilt relative to the electron beam. 
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Figure 3.6  CI versus fraction of correct solutions for poor quality FCC materials[28]. 
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CHAPTER 4  

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

This chapter discusses experimental methods used in this study, including the three 

generations of HSD devices used for this project: a modified rolling mill, a fretting tribometer, 

and a compression frame with pressure gauges.  All generations were used to determine the 

feasibility of refining grain size and imparting grain boundary misorientation angles above 15°.  

The first HSD generation was used to prove through-thickness deformation of 2mm thick high 

purity (HP) iron samples.  The second generation was used to prove through-thickness 

deformation on a small section of the melt-spun FeNbB ribbons.  The third generation was used 

to apply the through-thickness microstructural modification to a larger section of ribbon.  All 

melt spun ribbons chosen for HSD had subsequent annealing treatments. 

4.1 Generation 1:  Modified Rolling Mill for 2mm Thick, HP Iron Strips 

Through thickness microstructural modification via HSD was first proven on 2mm thick, 

HP iron strips on a modified rolling mill from International Rolling Mill.  The mill consists of a 

single roller and a platen, wherein the roller was held fixed and the platen was mobile, and the 

set-up is shown in Figure 4.1.  The platen was controlled with an Emerson Electric Company 

G640 DC motor.  The HP irons strips were 99.8% Fe as rolled ARMCO soft ingot condition 

received from GoodFellow.  The thickness and width were 2.0mm +/-10% and 10mm +/-1mm, 

respectively.  The strips were cut into 25mm lengths for processing, as shown in Figure 4.2.  The 

2mm HP iron strips were pushed through the roller and the platen, imparting shear incrementally 

throughout the strip.  Two separate trials were run with 150 passes and 250 passes of imparted 

shear.  Each trial was performed at room temperature, and Table 4.1 shows the number of passes 

conducted for each trial.   
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Table 4.1 Number of processing passes for each trial executed on the modified rolling mill 

Trial 
1 2 

Number of Passes 150 250 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1  Generation 1 HSD modified rolling mill. 

Figure 4.2  HP iron strips from GoodFellow sectioned into 25mm length pieces for HSD 
processing. 
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4.2 Generation 2:  Fretting Tribometer for Small Sections of Melt-Spun Ribbons 

After successful microstructural modification of the 2mm HP iron strips, the next step was 

to modify the microstructures of the melt-spun FeNbB ribbons.  The drastic decrease in sample 

thickness made processing with the modified rolling mill difficult, so a fretting tribometer was 

used to prove the through-thickness microstructural modification could be completed on the thin 

samples.  The main advantage of applying shear with a tribometer is that the normal forces and 

tangential shear forces could be recorded independently and correlated with changes in 

microstructure in the ribbon workpieces.  The linear reciprocating tribometer consists of a 440C 

stainless steel (SS) barrel pressed against a melt spun ribbon, imparting sliding surface shear.  As 

discussed in Chapter 2, the amplitude of sliding between the barrel and the melt spun ribbon was 

2mm.  Thus, this technique was used as a proof-of-concept of the sliding shear concept applied 

to melt spun ribbons.  The fretting tribometer used is shown in Figure 4.3, and an example of the 

fretting track visible after imparting sliding surface shear is shown in Figure 4.4.  A test matrix 

was completed to determine the maximum load the samples could endure before failure, and two 

of these samples were chosen for EBSD.  The first was a sample processed under a medium load 

and a low total fretting distance, 75N and 5m, respectively.  The second sample was processed at 

a high load and a high fretting distance, 97N and 50m, respectively.  The samples chosen for 

EBSD and their associated processing conditions are shown in Table 4.2. 

  

Figure 4.3  Fretting tribometer used to prove through-thickness microstructural modification on 
melt spun ribbons from a) the front view and b) the side view. 

a) b) 

Melt spun ribbon Melt spun ribbon 

440C SS Barrel 

440C SS Barrel 
Applied load 

Applied load 
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Table 4.2  Tribometer processing conditions, force and fretting distance, for the samples chosen 
for EBSD analysis 

Trial 
Force (N) Fretting Distance (m) 

1 75 5 

2 97 50 

 

4.3 Generation 3:  Hydraulic Press for Bulk Melt-Spun Ribbons 

Once through-thickness modification of the thin ribbons was proven using the tribometer, 

a new device was created to adequately process larger sections of ribbons.  A Grizzly T27978-

50-ton air/hydraulic shop press with pressure gauges, shown in Figure 4.5, was used to determine 

that a similar microstructure alteration to the modified rolling mill and the fretting tribometer 

was feasible on 10mm width by 25mm length sized thin ribbons.  

The set-up inside the press consists of two stationary blocks, one pusher block, and two 

samples.  Processing on this frame was done at either room temperature (RT) or 300℃.  When 

processed at the elevated temperature, the pusher block and stationary blocks were heated to 

300ºC; once at temperature, the work pieces and the samples were set-up as shown in Figure 4.6, 

Figure 4.4  Fretting track from barrel on melt spun ribbon after processing on the linear fretting 
tribometer. 

Melt spun ribbon 

Fretting tracks 
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the samples reached temperature through contact with the work pieces, and a pressure was 

applied to the frame.   

 

Figure 4.6 Set-up inside the compression frame, including two samples, two stationary blocks, 
and a pusher block. 

Stationary Blocks 

Pusher Block 

Samples (compressed 

between work pieces) 

Force Applied 

Figure 4.5 Generation 3 Grizzly T27978-50-ton air/hydraulic shop press (right) shown next to 
previous HSD device (left). 
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During processing, a force was applied to one side of the pusher block, alternating 

between each side of the pusher block so that processing was done in two directions.  A “pass” 

was each time that the pusher block was moved in a single direction, and the force was applied 

by striking the pusher block with a 3 lb. hammer.  First, a low pressure was applied to the frame 

and two “pre-sliding” passes were done to break apart the oxide layer that formed when the 

sample came into contact with the work pieces.  A schematic of the sub-surface structure of the 

ribbon with the oxide layer is shown in Figure 4.7.  After the two pre-sliding passes were 

completed, a higher pressure was applied to the compression frame, and subsequent passes were 

completed on the ribbons.  The sample designation and processing conditions are contained in 

Table 4.3.  Trial 1 was completed at RT, but the sample fractured in a ductile manner after only 

10 passes, so subsequent processes were done at an elevated temperature.  The processing 

temperature had to be below both the annealing treatment temperature and the nitriding 

temperature, so 300℃ was chosen.  An example of the melt spun ribbons on the work pieces 

post HSD process is shown in Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.7 Sub-surface structure of ribbon including the desired deformed microstructure, the 
columnar grains resultant from melt-spinning, and oxide layers resultant from heating. 

Film absorbed  
from air  
0.3-3 nm 

Oxide layer  
10 nm – 500 nm 

Columnar grain1000 
nm – 3000 nm 

Desired 
Deformed 

layer  
30-50 

microns 
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Table 4.3  Generation 3 HSD sample designation and processing conditions 

 

 

A comparison of each generation of HSD is shown in Table 4.4, including the 

temperature, the shear measurement, and whether or not the pressure was measured in each 

generation. 

 

Table 4.4 Comparison of each generation of HSD 

Generation Temperature Pressure Measured? Shear Measure 
1 RT No Number of Passes 
2 RT Yes Fretting Distance 
3 RT, 300℃ Yes Number of Passes 

  
  

 

Trial 
Pressure (tons) Number of Passes Temperature (℃) 

1 10 10 RT 

2 10 60 300 

Figure 4.8  Melt spun FeNbB ribbons on HSD tooling after processing. 

FeNbB ribbons 
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CHAPTER 5  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
The main focus of this project was to determine the feasibility of refining grains below 

0.20µm and creating high angle grain boundaries, above 15°, on melt spun iron ribbons via HSD.  

This chapter shows and discusses the results of each generation of HSD. 

5.1 Tribometer and Friction 

The contact parameters including contact areas, pressures, and shear stresses were 

calculated and are shown in Table 5.1.  The minor axis of the elliptical contact area defines the 

width of the surface sheared by the tribometer barrel.  This width ranges from 61.7µm at 10N 

applied load, up to 133µm at 100N applied load.  In the actual experiments, applied loads 

ranging from 10N to 97N were run.  The pressure and shear stress were highest near the center of 

the contact region, and were almost zero at the edge of the elliptical contact area.  The maximum 

shear stresses were high enough to cause macroscale inelastic yielding in the ribbon, which had a 

yield strength below 200MPa, but not in the 440C stainless steel, which has a yield strength over 

1800Mpa.  The maximum level of shear stress is less than 400 MPa for applied loads less than 

100N.  The maximum contact pressure under the elliptical contact area was 1100 MPa for an 

applied load of 100N.  High pressures are essential during HSD to mitigate the formation of 

shear cracks from porosity or other intrinsic defects in the ribbon.  The high pressures ensured 

that large shear strains could be imposed to allow dislocation multiplication and development of 

additional sub-grains and grain boundaries.  
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Table 5.1  Calculated contact area dimensions, pressures and shear stresses 

  

 

The width of region under the tribometer barrel that undergoes deformation as the barrel 

is translated is 266µm wide for a load of 100N.  However, the pressure is not uniform within the 

frictional shear track.  Figure 5.1 shows the ratio of shear stress to the maximum pressure under a 

cylindrical surface sliding on a plane[24].  The pressure level is highest within a region near the 

center and within 0.6 of the half-width.  Therefore, for tribometer induced shear straining under a 

load of 100N, the effective width over which the shear stress and pressure are high is about 

160µm.  It is also worth noting that the maximum shear stress occurs at a depth of ks x (shear 

track half width) which for a 100N load is 0.68 x 133µm or 90.4µm.  Since the ribbon thickness 

is less than 50µm on average, it is assured of experiencing sufficiently high shear strains 

throughout its entire thickness.  The thickness through which high shear stresses are maintained 

can be altered by changing the radii of curvature of the barrel, or in the case of other generations 

of HSD devices discusses in this paper, the radius of the cylindrical tooling.  

Because the effective width experiencing high shear stress and high pressure is small and 

non-uniform, sectioning the ribbon for EBSD analysis was somewhat difficult.  Ribbons were 

sectioned transversely to increase the odds of accurately analyzing the deformed region. 

 

 

 

 

Normal 

load (N) 

Semimajor 

axis half 

width (m) 

Semiminor 

axis half 

width (m) 

Max 

contact 

pressure 

(Pa) 

Avg 

contact 

pressure 

(Pa) 

Max 

deflection 

(m) 

Max shear 

stress (Pa) 

10 149.9E-6 61.7E-6 515.9E+6 344.0E+6 686.2E-9 170.3E+6 

50 256.4E-6 105.6E-6 882.2E+6 588.2E+6 2.0E-6 291.1E+6 

100 323.0E-6 133.0E-6 1.1E+9 741.0E+6 3.2E-6 366.8E+6 
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5.2 EBSD of Generation 1 HSD—HP Iron Strips 

Through-thickness microstructure modification was proved in the 2mm thick, high purity 

iron strips via the modified rolling mill.  The inverse pole figure (IPF) maps in Figure 5.2 show 

the decrease in grain size and the increase in grain anisotropy along the rolling direction after 

250 passes HSD compared to the as-received condition.  The horizontal and vertical intercept 

lengths for each of the conditions are shown in Table 5.3, showing a large decrease in intercept 

length from the as-received sample to after 250 passes of HSD.  The average horizontal intercept 

length decreases from 14.110µm to 2.144µm from the as received ribbon and after HSD, 

respectively, and the average vertical intercept length decreases from 12.221µm to 1.560µm 

from the as received ribbon and after HSD, respectively.  The average and standard deviations 

for the horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for each condition are shown in Table 5.2.  In 

Figure 5.1  Distribution of shear stress underneath a sliding cylindrical surface with contact half 
width b[25]. 
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addition to a decrease in grain size, the standard deviation is less than half after HSD compared 

to the as received strip. 

Average CI: 0.41 Average CI: 0.76 

b) a) 

Figure 5.2 IPF maps for the cross-sections of a) the as-received microstructure and b) after 
250 passes HSD. 

Figure 5.3  HSD generation 1 horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the as received 
condition and after 250 passes of HSD. 
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Table 5.2  HSD generation 1 average and standard deviation horizontal and vertical intercept 
lengths for the as received condition and after 250 passes of HSD 

 

The misorientation angle maps are shown in Figure 5.4.  In the as-received strip, over 

87% of the grain boundaries have a misorientation angle above 15º.  After 250 passes HSD, 83% 

of the grain boundaries are above 15º, and the remaining 17% of grain boundaries are below 15º.  

The slight shift from high angle to low angle grain boundaries post HSD indicates that new, low 

angle grain boundaries were formed as grain size decreased with HSD processing. 

 

 As Received 250 Passes HSD 

 Horizontal (µm) Vertical (µm) Horizontal (µm) Vertical (µm) 

Average 14.110 12.221 2.144 1.560 

Standard 

Deviation 

6.652 7.451 3.636 2.955 

Figure 5.4 Misorientation angle maps for the longitudinal cross-sections of a) the as-received 
microstructure and b) after 250 passes HSD. 

b) a) 
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A shift from equiaxed grains in the as received HP iron strip to elongated grains after 250 

shear passes is shown via aspect ratio maps in Figure 5.5.  The grains are elongated along the 

shear direction after 250 passes of HSD, as indicated by the blue and dark green coloring of the 

aspect ratio chart compared to the yellow and orange coloring of the as received HP iron strips.  

The aspect ratio distribution is plotted in Figure 5.6, showing an aspect ratio shift to the left, 

between 0.075 and 0.275, after HSD processing, reaffirming that the grains are more elongated 

after HSD compared to the as received strip. 

 

 

The texture evolution of the iron strip through pole figures (PF) is shown in Figure 5.7, 

where the center of the PF is the transverse direction, A1 is the normal direction, and A2 is the 

rolling direction.  The max times random in iron strip increased from 2.827 to 7.823 in the as 

b) a) 

Figure 5.5  Aspect ratio maps for the longitudinal cross-sections of a) the as-received 
microstructure and b) after 250 passes HSD. 
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received condition and after 250 passes HSD, respectively, indicating that the sample had a 

moderate texture after HSD, compared to almost no texture as received. 

 

Figure 5.7  PF plots for the longitudinal cross-sections of a) the as-received microstructure and b) 
after 250 passes HSD. 

a) b) 

Figure 5.6  HSD generation 1 aspect ratios for the HP iron strip in the as received condition and 
after 250 passes of HSD. 
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5.3 EBSD of Generation 2 HSD—Melt-Spun Ribbons 

The first attempt at processing the thin, melt-spun FeNbB ribbons was completed on the 

tribometer.  Ribbons with post-melt spinning annealing treatments were chosen for HSD 

processing due to their higher ductility when compared to the as-spun ribbons.  The starting 

microstructure of tribometer ribbon 1 was comprised of equiaxed grains through the thickness of 

the ribbon.  After a force of 75N for a distance of 5m, the ribbon shows deformation through the 

top two thirds of the ribbon, while maintaining the equiaxed structure in the bottom third of the 

ribbon.  The microstructures are shown in Figure 5.8.  

 

  

The horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for tribometer trial 1 are shown in Figure 

5.9, showing an increase in the number fraction of small intercept lengths in the deformed region 

Average CI: 0.29 Average CI: 0.31 Average CI: 0.35 

Figure 5.8  Tribometer sample 1 IPF maps of the a) as received microstructure build ribbon, b) 
after 75N for 5m processing on the tribometer, and c) the upper, deformed region after processing 
on the tribometer. 

c) a) b) 
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of the ribbon compared to the as-received ribbon.  The average horizontal intercept length 

decreases from 0.219µm to 0.130µm from the as-melt spun ribbon after tribometer trial 1, 

respectively, and the average vertical intercept length decreases from 0.244µm to 0.106µm from 

the as-melt spun ribbon after tribometer trial 1, respectively.  The average intercept lengths and 

the standard deviations are shown in Table 5.3, showing that the grain size was successfully 

decreased from ~0.2 microns to ~0.1 after HSD processing using the tribometer.  

 

 
 
Table 5.3 HSD generation 2 average and standard deviations for the horizontal and vertical 
intercept lengths for the as received melt spun ribbon and tribometer trial 1 

 
As Received Tribometer Trial 1 Tribometer Trial 1 

(Deformed Region) 

 Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Average 0.219 0.197 0.185 0.140 0.130 0.106 

Standard 

Deviation 

0.211 0.244 0.215 0.141 0.179 0.126 
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Figure 5.9  HSD generation 2 horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the as received melt 
spun ribbon and tribometer trial 1. 
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The misorientation angle maps are shown in Figure 5.10.  The as received ribbon has the 

highest length of grain boundaries between below 5º, and over 63% of the grain boundaries are 

above 15º.  In the deformed region of the processed ribbon, the highest length of grain 

boundaries was between 45º and 55º and over 72% of the grain boundaries are above 15º, 

showing the number of high angle grain boundaries was successfully increased after HSD on the 

tribometer. 

 

 

The aspect ratio maps are shown in Figure 5.11.  The aspect ratio of the as received 

ribbon shows grains that are less equiaxed than the HP iron strips, and a similar aspect ratio is 

retained after tribometer trial 1 processing.  This is also shown in Figure 5.12, as the aspect ratios 

Figure 5.10  HSD generation 2 misorientation angle maps for the a) as received microstructure 
build ribbon, b) the entire ribbon after tribometer trial 1, and c) the deformed region after 
tribometer trial 1. 

c) a) b) 
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of each ribbon follow similar distributions to each other.  However, the grains in the as received 

melt spun ribbon are more aligned through the thickness of the ribbon, and after HSD the grains 

are aligned along the RD, as desired. 

 

 

The texture evolution of the MB ribbon through PF is shown in Figure 5.13. After 

tribometer processing, the deformed region shows a max times random of 8.552, an increase 

compared to the starting max times random of 2.284 in the as received MB ribbon, indicating a 

stronger texture is present after HSD than in the as received ribbon.  The increase from 3.479 in 

the tribometer trial 1 ribbon to 8.552 in the deformed region reaffirms that the deformation is not 

through the entire thickness of the ribbon, and therefore a higher force and a higher fretting 

distance were required for tribometer trial 2.  

 

c) a) b) 

Figure 5.11  HSD generation 2 aspect ratio maps for a) the as-received melt spun ribbon, b) the 
entire ribbon after tribometer trial 1, and c) the deformed region after tribometer trial 1. 
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Figure 5.13  HSD generation 2 PF plots for the a) as received melt spun ribbon, b) the entire 
ribbon after tribometer trial 1 c) the deformed region after tribometer trial 1. 

c) a) b) 
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Figure 5.12  HSD generation 2 aspect ratio distributions for the as received melt spun ribbon 
and after tribometer trial 1. 
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The second tribometer run was completed on the same ribbon as in trial 1, but with a 

higher load and a longer fretting distance of 97 and 50m, respectively.  After tribometer trial 2, 

successful, uniform deformation was completed throughout the thickness of the ribbon.  EBSD 

analysis was completed on the whole ribbon post HSD processing as well as a high 

magnification scan on the upper portion of the processed ribbon to adequately show grain 

structure, grain boundary misorientation, aspect ratio, and texture.  The as received and post 

processing microstructures are shown in Figure 5.14.  The horizontal and vertical intercept 

lengths are shown in Figure 5.15, showing an increase in the number fraction of small intercept 

lengths after HSD when compared to the as received ribbon.  The horizontal intercept lengths 

decreased from 0.219µm to 0.154µm from the as received melt spun ribbon after tribometer trial 

2, and the vertical intercept lengths decreased from 0.197µm to 0.140µm from the as received 

ribbon after tribometer trial 2.  The horizontal and vertical intercept length averages and standard 

deviations are shown in Table 5.4. 

Average CI: 0.29 Average CI: 0.29 Average CI: 0.27 

c) a) b) 

Figure 5.14  HSD generation 2 IPF maps of the a) as received melt spun ribbon, b) the entire ribbon 
after tribometer trial 2 and c) the upper region of tribometer trial 2. 
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Table 5.4  HSD generation 2 average and standard deviations for the horizontal and vertical 
intercept lengths for the as received melt spun ribbon and tribometer trial 2 

 

 

The misorientation angle charts are shown in Figure 5.16.  As previously stated, the as  

received ribbon has the highest length of grain boundaries between below 5º, and over 63% of 

the grain boundaries are above 15º.  After processing at the higher load and distance in trial 2, 

 
As Received Tribometer Trial 2 Tribometer Trial 2 (top) 

 Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Average 0.219 0.197 0.237 0.221 0.154 0.140 

Standard 

Deviation 

0.211 0.244 0.227 0.221 0.159 0.161 
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Figure 5.15 HSD generation 2 horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the as received melt 
spun ribbon and after tribometer trial 2. 
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79% of the grain boundaries are above 15º, showing HSD successfully increased the fraction of 

high angle grain boundaries while refining the grain size.  

 

 

The aspect ratio maps and distributions are shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18, 

showing a similar distribution to tribometer trial 1; the aspect ratio after tribometer trial 2 was 

similar to that of the as received ribbon with a maximum number fraction at an aspect ratio of 

0.625.  Again, the as received ribbon has grains elongated through the thickness of the ribbon, 

and after tribometer trial 2, the grains are elongated along the more desirable RD. 

 

c) a) b) 

Figure 5.16  Tribometer sample 2 misorientation angle maps of the a) as received microstructure 
build ribbon, b) after 97N for 50m processing on the tribometer, and c) the upper region of the 
processed ribbon. 
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The PF maps in Figure 5.19 show a similar texture evolution as tribometer trial 1.  The 

max times random increased from 2.284 in the as received ribbon to 7.017 in the upper region of 

the processed ribbon, showing that HSD created more texture than the as received melt spun 

ribbon had.  When comparing the textures of the entire ribbon post HSD processing to the 

magnified region of the ribbon post processing, it is clear that the texture is similar, but that in 

the magnified region it is stronger.  This could be caused by more points being excluded in the 

entire ribbon during post data-processing cleanup, as a result of curtaining during sample 

preparation, as compared to the magnified region. 

c) a) b) 

Figure 5.17  Generation 2 aspect ratio maps of the a) as received melt spun ribbon, b) the entire 
ribbon after tribometer trial 2, and c) the upper region after tribometer trial 2. 
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Figure 5.18  Generation 2 aspect ratio charts of the as received melt spun ribbon and the ribbon 
after tribometer trial 2. 

Figure 5.19  Generation 2 PF plots for the a) as received melt spun ribbon, b) the entire ribbon 
after tribometer trial 2, and c) the upper region after tribometer trial 2. 

c) a) b) 
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5.4 EBSD of Generation 3 HSD—Melt-Spun Ribbons 

The first HSD trial conducted at RT resulted in successful grain refinement.  The as-

received ribbon had a coarse, dendritic structure, and post-HSD, the dendritic structure was 

broken down and there was clear sub-grain formation, as shown in Figure 5.20.  The horizontal 

and vertical intercept lengths of both the as-received ribbon and after HSD are plotted in Figure 

5.21, and the averages and standard deviations are shown in Table 5.5.  The horizontal intercept 

length decreased from 0.301µm in the as received condition to 0.184µm after 10 passes HSD, 

and the vertical intercept length decreased from 0.261µm to 0.165µm from the as-received 

condition to after HSD, respectively.  Additionally, there was a decrease in the standard 

deviation of the HSD intercept lengths compared to the as received condition, indicating that the 

grains are similar in size post HSD, whereas the as received condition contains both equiaxed 

grains and a dendritic structure.  

 

Average CI: 0.38 Average CI: 0.39 

Figure 5.20  Generation 3 HSD trial 1 IPF maps for the a) as-received melt-spun ribbon and b) 
after 10 passes HSD at RT. 

a) b) 
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Table 5.5  Generation 3 HSD trial 1 horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the as received 
melt spun ribbon and after 50 passes HSD at 300℃ 

  

 

 The as received ribbon had over 57% of grain boundaries above 15°, and the highest 

fraction of grain boundaries below 5°.  After HSD, the ribbon had over 72% of grain boundaries 

with misorientations above 15°, and the highest fraction of grain boundaries was between 25° 

 As Received 10 Passes HSD 

Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Horizontal 

(µm) 

Vertical 

(µm) 

Average 0.301 0.261 0.184 0.165 

Standard Deviation 0.420 0.443 0.221 0.202 
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Figure 5.21  Generation 3 HSD trial 1 horizontal and vertical intercept length chart for the as 
received ribbon and after 10 passes HSD at RT. 
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and 35°.  This shows that the dendritic structure in the as received ribbon was successfully 

broken into smaller grains with high angle grain boundaries.  The misorientation angle maps are 

shown in Figure 5.22. 

 

 

 The as received ribbon had high grain anisotropy due to the dendritic structure.  After the 

dendritic structure was broken by HSD, the grain anisotropy was less prominent yet similar to 

that in the as received ribbon.  Similar to generation 2 HSD, the anisotropy in the as received 

ribbon was oriented through the thickness of the ribbon, and after HSD, the anisotropy was 

oriented along the RD, which is more desirable.  The grain anisotropy is shown in the form of 

aspect ratio maps, as in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24. 

a) b) 

Figure 5.22  Generation 3 HSD trial 1 misorientation maps for the a) as-received melt-spun 
ribbon and b) after 10 passes HSD at RT. 
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Figure 5.23  Generation 3 HSD trial 1 aspect ratio maps for the a) as received melt spun 
ribbon and b) after 10 passes HSD at RT. 

a) b) 

Figure 5.24  Generation 3 HSD trial 1 aspect ratio chart for the as received melt spun ribbon 
and after 10 passes HSD at RT. 
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 The texture evolution of from the as received ribbon to the ribbon after HSD trial 1 is 

shown in the pole figures in Figure 5.25.  The dendritic starting microstructure had a max times 

random of 21.141, which decreased to 8.218 after HSD processing. 

 

 

 A second trial of HSD was completed on the melt spun ribbon at an elevated temperature, 

300°C, because trial 1 exhibited ductile failure during HSD processing.  The grain structure is 

shown in Figure 5.26; after HSD at 300°C, the dendritic structure was broken apart, and 

subgrains were beginning to form.  The horizontal intercept length was 0.301µm in the as 

received melt spun ribbon and 0.520 after HSD trial 2, and the vertical intercept length was 

0.261µm in the as received ribbon and 0.463µm after HSD trial 2.  The horizontal and vertical 

intercept lengths are shown in Figure 5.27 and the averages and standard deviations are shown in 

Table 5.6.  After HSD processing, the intercept lengths of the ribbon increase when compared to 

a) b) 

Figure 5.25  Generation 3 HSD trial 1 aspect ratio chart for the a) as received melt spun ribbon and b) 
after 10 passes HSD at RT. 
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the as received material. This is likely a result of the elimination of dendrite boundaries and 

possibly slight grain growth at the elevated processing temperature.  

 

 

Figure 5.26  Generation 3 HSD trial 2 IPF maps for a) the as received melt spun ribbon and b) 
after 50 passes HSD at ℃. 

a) b) 

Figure 5.27  Generation 3 HSD trial 2 horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the as 
received melt spun ribbon and after 50 passes HSD at 300℃. 
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Table 5.6  Generation 3 HSD trial 2 horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the as received 
melt spun ribbon and after 50 passes HSD at 300℃ 

 
As previously stated, the as received ribbon had over 57% of grain boundary 

misorientations above 15°, and the highest fraction of grain boundaries below 5°.  After trial 2, 

the ribbon had over 55% of grain boundaries above 15°, and the highest fraction of grain 

boundaries below 5°.  This indicates subgrain formation occurred during HSD. 

The misorientation angle maps are shown in Figure 5.28.  The aspect ratio is similar in 

the as received melt spun ribbon and after trial 2, as shown in the map in Figure 5.29 and the 

 
As Received 10 Passes HSD 

 Horizontal (µm) Vertical (µm) Horizontal (µm) Vertical (µm) 

Average 0.301 0.261 0.520 0.463 

Standard 

Deviation 

0.420 0.443 0.529 0.487 

Figure 5.28  Generation 3 HSD trial 2 misorientation angle maps for a) the as received 
melt spun ribbon and b) after 50 passes HSD at 300℃. 
 

a) b) 
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chart in Figure 5.30.  The as received ribbon has a higher number fraction at an aspect ratio of 

0.625 than the HSD processed ribbon. 

Figure 5.30 Generation 3 HSD trial 2 aspect ratio chart for the as received melt spun ribbon and 
after 50 passes HSD at 300℃. 
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Figure 5.29  Generation 3 HSD trial 2 aspect ratio maps for a) the as received melt spun 
ribbon and b) after 50 passes HSD at 300℃. 

a) b) 
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The PF for trial 2 are shown in Figure 5.31.  The max times random decreases from 

21.141 to 7.735 from the as received ribbon to after HSD, respectively. 

 

 

5.5 HSD Microstructural Modification Discussion 

In this study, the grain size was successfully refined via HSD using a tribometer and a 

hydraulic press.  Using the tribometer, the horizontal intercept length decreased from 0.219µm in 

the as received condition to 0.154µm after HSD, and the vertical intercept length decreased from 

0.197µm in the as received condition to 0.140µm after HSD.  Using the hydraulic press, the 

horizontal intercept length decreased from 0.301µm in the as received condition to 0.184µm 

after HSD at RT, and the vertical intercept length decreased from 0.216µm to 0.165µm in the as 

received condition and after HSD at RT, respectively.  A summary of the grain size decrease is 

in Table 5.7.  A study by Kurzydlowski et al. used another HSD method, ECAP, to characterize 

HP bcc iron before and after HSD processing at ambient temperature, resulting in a reduced 

grain size from 57µm in the as receive condition to 0.170µm after HSD[29].  This grain 

refinement to 0.170µm in Kurzydlowski’s study is comparable to the grain refinement achieved 

on the melt spun ribbon via HSD on the tribometer in generation 2, 0.154µm and 0.140µm, and 

a) b) 

Figure 5.31  Generation 3 HSD trial 2 PF for a) the as received melt spun ribbon and b) after 50 
passes HSD at 300℃. 
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to the grain refinement achieved via HSD on the hydraulic press in generation 3, 0.184µm and 

0.165µm. 

 The number fraction of high angle grain boundaries above 15° was also successfully 

increased after HSD.  In generation 2 HSD, the as received melt spun ribbon had 63% high angle 

grain boundaries, and after trial 1 and trial 2, high angle grain boundaries increased to 72% and 

79%, respectively.  In generation 3 HSD, the as received melt spun ribbon had 57% high angle 

grain boundaries, which increased to 72% after trial 1.  However, in trial 2, the high angle grain 

boundaries decreased to 55%, which again could be a result of the elevated temperature.  The 

summary in Table 5.7 shows the change in number of high angle grain boundaries.  Similar grain 

boundary modifications have been achieved in other forms of HSD.  A study on HSD via ECAP 

of HP fcc aluminum by Langdon reported that in the as received condition, the majority of grain 

boundaries were below 15°, and after HSD up to 74% of the grain boundaries were high 

angle[22].   

Table 5.7  Summary of microstructural modifications for each of the three HSD generations 

  

Average 
Horizontal 
Intercept 

Length (µm) 

Horizontal 
Intercept 
Length 

Standard 
Deviation 

Average 
Vertical 
Intercept 
Length 
(µm) 

Vertical 
Intercept 
Length 

Standard 
Deviation 

% of High 
Angle Grain 
Boundaries 

Generation 1           
As Received 14.11 6.652 12.221 7.451 87 
250 Passes 

HSD 2.144 156 3.636 2.955 83 
Generation 2           
As Received 0.219 0.211 0.197 0.244 63 
Tribometer 

Trial 1 
(Deformed 

Region) 0.13 0.179 0.106 0.126 72 
Tribometer 
Trial 2 (top) 0.154 0.159 0.14 0.161 79 

Generation 3           
As Received 0.301 0.42 0.261 0.443 57 

10 Passes 
HSD 0.184 0.221 0.165 0.202 72 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS 

 This section provides a summary of the key results of this project.  More details 

on the results and discussion can be found in Chapter 5. 

• Microstructural modification such as grain refinement can be accomplished via HSD in 

both 2mm thick HP iron strips and thick melt spun FeNbB ribbons. 

• Microstructural modification such as the creation of both new grain boundaries and high 

angle grain boundaries can be accomplished via HSD in both 2mm thick HP iron strips 

and 50µm thick melt spun ribbons. 

• The average horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the 2mm thick HP iron strips 

were reduced from 14.110µm and 12.221µm in the as received strip to 2.144µm and 

1.560µm after HSD. 

• New grain boundaries were created in the 2mm thick HP iron strips after HSD. 

• Grain shape anisotropy along the rolling direction was achieved in the 2mm thick HP iron 

strip after HSD. 

• The average horizontal and vertical intercept lengths for the melt spun FeNbB ribbons 

decreased from ~0.2µm to ~0.15µm. 

• New grain boundaries and an increase in the number fraction of high angle grain 

boundaries from 63% to 79% in the as received melt spun FeNbB ribbon and after HSD, 

respectively. 

• The dendritic structure of the as received melt spun FeNbB ribbon was broken apart after 

HSD in every processing generation. 
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CHAPTER 7  

FUTURE WORK 

The HSD processed melt spun FeNbB ribbons will undergo nitriding treatments to 

determine the nitriding ability of these ribbons.  After nitriding, the magnetic properties of the 

materials will be measured and compared to that of current rare-earth containing magnets.  

Additional feasibility tests will be completed to determine whether or not HSD will easily be 

implemented into the current magnet fabrication process. 

Additionally, the diffusion rate will be measured to determine if the high angle grain 

boundaries created during HSD resulted in enhanced diffusivity.  This includes both nitrogen 

diffusion measurements as nitrogen diffuses interstitially and niobium diffusion measurements as 

niobium diffuses by vacancy exchange mechanism.  As HSD increases vacancy concentration, 

niobium diffusivity is expected to increase.  Preliminary studies have been done to view the 

segregation of niobium in the FeNbB ribbons using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) on a 

FEI Talos F200X 200keV field emission scanning/transmission electron microscope (TEM).  In 

the as received FeNbB melt spun ribbon, the niobium is segregated to the grain boundaries, as 

shown in Figure 7.2.  After HSD and a subsequent annealing treatment for 24 hours at 600℃, 

iron and niobium are homogenous throughout the matrix, as shown in Figure 7.1.  Further 

investigations will need to be completed to determine the optimum location of niobium in the 

FeNbB melt spun ribbons. 
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Figure 7.1  Segregation of iron and niobium in the as received melt spun FeNbB ribbon. 

Figure 7.2  EDS showing homogeneity of iron and niobium after a 24 hour annealing 
treatment at 600℃. 
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